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Abstract. Generic types in programming languages are most often sup-
ported with various forms of parametric polymorphism, i.e. functions on
types. Within the framework of object-oriented languages, virtual types
present an alternative where specific types are derived from generic ones
using inheritance rather than function application. While both mech-
anisms are statically safe and support basic genericity, they have very
different typing properties, each of them providing for the description of
useful relationships, which are not expressible with the other. In this pa-
per we present, through the use of examples, a mechanism for describing
generic classes: structural virtual types. This mechanism is essentially a
merger of parameterized classes and virtual types and includes the ben-
efits of both, in particular retaining mutual recursion and covariance of
virtual types as well as the function-like nature of parameterized classes.

1 Introduction

The term genericity in our use covers the ability to describe generic classes, i.e.
classes abstracting over some type information, and derive classes from these by
supplying that type information. In the world of functional programming, func-
tions are the natural means to make such abstractions and derivations. This has
led to the notion of parameterized classes, which are essentially functions that
take the missing types as parameters and return a class. Within the object-
oriented world, however, inheritance presents an alternative way of deriving
classes. Unlike functional derivation, with inheritance the entity derived from
is also a class. For this to work as a means to support genericity, classes should
be able to contain partially abstract types, and subclasses should be able to
complete these as part of the inheritance declaration. This kind of genericity is
provided by virtual types [MMP89,Tho97,Tor98].

Recent discussions have brought attention to the benefits of either approach,
most notably [BOW98] which suggests a language containing both mechanisms.
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As reviewed therein (and elaborated upon in this paper), there are significant
problems that are conveniently expressed in either model, but hard to describe
with the other. Unlike the work in [BOW98], this paper presents a unification of
the mechanisms of parameterized classes and virtual types, gaining the benefits
of both, as originally suggested in [TT98].

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the notions of param-
eterized classes and virtual types, and discusses similarities and differences in
what can be achieved with these two genericity mechanisms. Section 3 describes
how we propose to unify them into structural virtual types, providing several
examples to show that this mechanism not only retains the benefits of both con-
stituents, but in fact introduces new expressive power through a richer subtype
relation. Section 4 describes how an important subset of structural virtual types
can be expressed with a minimal syntactic extension of parameterized classes.
Section 5 discusses perspectives and related work, and Sect. 6 concludes.

2 Background

This section reviews the mechanisms of parameterized classes and virtual types,
examines the extent of their common ability to express basic genericity, and
highlights the advantages of each over the other in terms of expressiveness.

Some observations of this section have been previously put forth in [BOW98],
which also contains a comparison of virtual types and parameterized classes.

2.1 Parameterized Classes

In his often quoted paper [Mey86] Bertrand Meyer presents parameterized classes
as a programming language mechanism in Eiffel which combines the benefits of
polymorphism, as in ML, and those of inheritance. Several other programming
languages, including CLU [LSAS77], C++ [ES90] and Sather [Omo93] imple-
ment similar features. Most recently several such proposals have come forth for
Java [OW97,MBL97,AFM97,BOSW98,CS98].

The most basic mechanism, found e.g. in C++, is so-called unconstrained
genericity, in which a parameterized class is described using simple universal
quantification:

Queue〈E〉 = {

get(): E { ... }
put(e: E) { ... }

}

With this definition, Queue is a function taking any kind of type as argument.
One problem with this approach is that it prohibits local type checking of method
bodies, since nothing is known about what type may appear. In context of C++,
which provides a wide range of elementary types, unconstrained genericity also
has some advantages. In particular, more efficient (although space-consuming)
code can be generated since classes are compiled seperately for each instantiation.
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Eiffel provides constrained genericity in which the abstraction variable E may
be constrained to be a subtype (<:) of some other class type:

Queue〈E <: Object〉 = {

get(): E { ... }
put(e: E) { ... }

}

This has several advantages over unconstrained genericity, primarily that it al-
lows local typechecking of method bodies, which can now assume that the ele-
ment type E is indeed a subtype of the specified bound (in this case Object).

The discovery of several serious problems in Eiffel’s type system [Coo89] led
to the design of an improved mechanism, F-bounded polymorphism [CCH+89],
which is the underlying mechanism in modern implementations of parameterized
classes, e.g. GJ [BOSW98]. With F-bounded polymorphism, the type variable
can appear in its own bound, allowing in particular recursive classes to be written
in a type safe way. As an example, consider the following classes:

Ordered〈S <: Object〉 = { leq(o: S): bool }

Comparator〈M <: Ordered〈M〉〉 = {

compare(e: M, f: M): bool { return e.leq(f); }
}

Point = Ordered〈Point〉{
x, y: Int;
leq(o: Point): bool { return (x ≤ o.x) ∧ (y ≤ o.y); }

}

The F-bound comes into play in the class Comparator, in which the parameter M
is itself used to express the bound on a parameter. Since Point is a subclass (and
thus a subtype) of Ordered〈Point〉, it is allowed as an argument to the Comparator
parameterized class:

cp: Comparator〈Point〉;
p1: Point := new Point;
p2: Point := new Point;
if (cp.compare (p1, p2)) { ... }

Type checking this example (in particular the body of the compare method)
would not be possible using simple type recursion and constrained genericity.

2.2 Virtual Types

Virtual types provide an alternative means for describing generic classes. The
notion of virtual types originates from the virtual patterns [MMP89] of the Beta
programming language [KMMPN83,MMPN93]. Recently [Tho97] provides a sug-
gestion for how to add virtual types to Java. Building on this, [BOW98] suggest
combining a limited version of virtual types with parameteric polymorphism to
obtain the ability to express mutually recursive classes. Beta’s virtual types
allow some statically unsafe programs by inserting runtime type checks, but
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in [Tor98] Torgersen argues that such programs can be straightforwardly rewrit-
ten to become statically safe. Therefore Beta may be strengthened to reject
such statically unsafe programs without loosing expressiveness. Throughout this
paper we built on this result, assuming a virtual types mechanism which is stati-
cally safe. In [IP99], Igarashi and Pierce present the first formal account of these
statically safe virtual types.

With virtual types, type variables are introduced as attributes of objects
rather than parameters of the class. Using virtual types, the Queue example
from the previous section reads:

Queue = {

E <: Object;
get(): E { ... }
put(e: E) { ... }

} ,

where E is a virtual type constrained by Object.
The ‘virtual’ in virtual types comes from analogy with virtual methods in

the sense that they may be refined in context of a subclass. With virtual types
this means that the bound may be narrowed to a subtype:

SomePointQueue = Queue{ E <: Point; } ,

which describes a subclass of Queue that constrains its elements to be some kind
of Point. In both Queue and SomePointQueue, E is covariant – its bound is said
to be open. Alternatively a subclass may bind the value of the virtual type E:

PointQueue = SomePointQueue{ E = Point; } .

Now E is no longer covariant, and cannot be altered in subclasses of PointQueue
– its bound is said to be closed.

2.3 Elements of Basic Genericity

Both parameterized classes and virtual types are able to express much the same
basic elements of genericity in a statically type safe way. The following introduces
a common terminology for these elements, and shows how they are expressed
with either mechanism.

Generic class A partial description of a class, from which actual classes can be
derived by supplying type parameters. Embodied by parameterized classes
(with 〈 . . . 〉); and by classes containing open virtual types (with <:).

Derivation The mechanism used to create a class from a generic class: function
application with parameterized classes, subclassing with virtual types.

Derived class The class resulting from the derivation.
(Type) Parameter A symbolic name in the generic class for types not com-

pletely described, yet used in the body of the generic class. Represented by
formal parameters in 〈 . . . 〉; and by virtual types.

Bound A subtype constraint on the parameters of a generic class. In both
mechanisms designated by “<:”.
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Binding An assignment of a specific type to a parameter of a generic class.
Embodied by actual parameters enclosed in 〈 . . . 〉, and by the target of a
binding denoted by “=”.

Specialization Inheritance from one generic class to another. With parame-
terized classes, all parameters have to be declared anew in a subclass and
explicitly passed to the superclass. Virtual types are inherited.

Narrowing Further constraining the bound of a parameter as part of a special-
ization.

The Collection example in Fig. 1 contains all these elements in both a pa-
rameterized and a virtual version. Collection, Set and HashedSet are all generic
classes, while VehicleSet and IntegerSet are derived classes. E is a class param-
eter. In Collection and Set the bound of E is Object, whereas in HashedSet it
is Hashable. In VehicleSet the binding of E is Vehicle, while in IntegerSet it is
Integer. Set is a specialization of Collection, and HashedSet of Set. The latter
narrows the bound E to Hashable.

Collection〈E <: Object〉 = {

insert(elm: E) { . . . }

. . .
}

Set〈E <: Object〉 = Collection〈E〉 {
insert(elm: E) { . . . }

. . .
}

VehicleSet = Set〈Vehicle〉;
HashedSet〈E <: Hashable〉 = Set〈E〉 {

insert(elm: E) { . . . elm.hash() . . . }

}

IntegerSet = HashedSet〈Integer〉;

Collection = {

E <: Object;
insert(elm: E) { . . . }

. . .
}

Set = Collection { // E inherited
insert(elm: E) { . . . }

. . .
}

VehicleSet = Set {E = Vehicle}

HashedSet = Set {
E <: Hashable;
insert(elm: E) { . . . elm.hash() . . . }

}

IntegerSet = HashedSet { E = Integer; }

Fig. 1. Collection classes with simple constrained genericity, expressed with pa-
rameterized classes (left column) and virtual types (right column).

2.4 Advantages of F-bounded Polymorphism

Structural Subtyping Parameterized classes in all their variations are based
on the notion of function abstraction, meaning that generic classes are considered
functions which have class types as arguments and results. In accordance with
this functional nature, most implementations of parameterized classes provide
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a structural equivalence between two occurrences of the same parameterization,
so that e.g. Collection〈X〉 and Collection〈Y〉 denote the same class when X and Y
are the same. Following a similar line of argumentation, a subtype relationship
can be derived between instantiations of generic classes and their specializations.
Given the Set and Collection class of Fig. 1, we get that

Set〈X〉 <: Collection〈X〉 .

Note that structural equivalence is a consequence of reflexivity of the subtyping
relation, i.e.

Collection〈X〉 <: Collection〈X〉 .

Obviously, these inferred subtyping relationships allow the programmer to write
code that is more generic. With virtual types, subclasses of Collection and Set
which bind E to Point, would have no relation to each other, whereas with pa-
rameterized types, Set〈P〉 is substitutable for Collection〈P〉.

F-bounded Parameters Also, structural subtyping is a prerequisite for the
usefulness of F-bounds in generically expressing operations on self recursive
structures. Consider for instance the OrderedSet of Fig. 2, reusing the Ordered
and Point classes of Sec. 2.1. In the F-bounded version the compare method is
completely generic, because the F-bound ensures that the content type is some-
thing that can be compared with itself. In the version with virtual types, such
self-comparability can not be expressed, and the most precise bound we can
give to e is ordered. This in turn means that a compare method body containing
the code a.leq(b) can not be typechecked, so the method has to be abstract in
OrderedSet, and must be implemented with an identical body in all concrete
subclasses, giving rise to a considerable redundance.

In fact a syntactic equivalent of the F-bound of this example can be expressed
with virtual types:

OrderedSet = Set {
E <: Ordered { S = E }

sort() { . . . compare(a,b) . . . }

compare(a: E, b: E): bool { return a.leq(b); }
}

Only, due to lack of structural subtyping, no subclass of Ordered declared
independently of OrderedSet would qualify as a subtype of the bound of E, so
even though the above class type checks, it is useless in practice.

It does demonstrate, however, that it is only the lack of structural subtyping
of virtual types that prevents them from expressing F-bounds; i.e. if an adequate
notion of structural subtyping was added to virtual types (as will be the case
later in the paper), F-bounds come for free.

2.5 Advantages of Virtual Types

Covariant Subtyping In the PointQueue example of Sect. 2.2, the virtual type
E is bound to Point, prohibiting further covariance in subclasses. This means
that we can safely both insert and retrieve points via references to PointQueue:
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Ordered〈S <: Object〉 = {

leq(o: S): bool;
}

Point = Ordered〈Point〉 {
x,y: Int;
leq(o: Point): bool { . . . }

}

OrderedSet〈E <: Ordered〈E〉〉 = Set〈E〉 {
sort() { . . . compare(a,b) . . . }

compare(a: E, b: E): bool {
return a.leq(b);

}

}

PointSet = OrderedSet〈Point〉;

Ordered = {

S <: Object;
leq(o: S): bool;

}

Point = Ordered {

S = Point;
x,y: Int;
leq(o: S): bool { . . . }

}

OrderedSet = Set {
E <: Ordered;
sort() { . . . compare(a,b) . . . }

abstract compare(a: E, b: E): bool;
}

PointSet = OrderedSet {
E = Point;
compare(a: E, b: E): bool {

return a.leq(b);
}

}

Fig. 2. An example of class OrderedSet and PointSet expressed with F-bounded
polymorphism (left column) and virtual types (right column).

f(c: PointQueue): Point {
c.put(new Point);
return c.get();

}

On the other hand, Queue and SomePointQueue are covariant in E. These
classes can be used as types for specific queues, from which elements can safely
be extracted (using get), and are known to have at least the type of the bound.
Inserting elements (using put), however, is not possible: all we know is that E is
some subtype of Object, but we don’t know which:1

f(c: Queue) {

o: Object;
o := c.get();
c.put(o); // error!

}

Even so, classes like Queue are useful as types, because they range over all
queues regardless of element type. This allows for quite generic code to be writ-

1 In Beta, calling a method like this will in fact be permitted: it causes the compiler
to insert a dynamic type check, and emit a warning. This is where Beta differs from
the statically safe variant used in this paper.
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ten. In Fig. 3, a drawShapes procedure is able to take any subclass of ShapeSet
as argument, because it knows that the element type will be some subclass of
Shape and thus have a draw method.

Shape = {

abstract draw();
...

}

Line = Shape {

draw() { ... }
...

}

ShapeSet = Set{E <: Shape}

LineSet = ShapeSet{E <: Line}

drawShapes(ss: ShapeSet) {

forall s: ss.E in ss do s.draw();
}

drawShapes(new LineSet);

Fig. 3. Utilizing the covariance of collections (with virtual types).

Also, because virtual types are attributes of objects, they may be remotely
accessed and used outside of the object they reside in. Thus, the erroneous code
above may be type safely rewritten as:

f(c: Queue) {

o: c.E;
o := c.get();
c.put(o);

}

Here c.E extracts the virtual type E from the method parameter c. When c is
constant (and we assume method parameters to be), c.E will always denotes the
same type, namely the element type of c, even though we don’t know exactly
what that type is. Thus with the type c.E extracted elements of c may be safely
reinserted.

Mutually Recursive Types A special feature of virtual types is that instead
of a class name, the bound may be given in the form of an “anonymous” nested
class body. We refer to this mechanism as nested virtual classes. When narrowing
or binding such a virtual type, the original bound can then be subclassed using
(in our version) the keyword super in place of the supertype. An example is
found in Fig. 4, which implements a framework example by Gail Murphy and
David Notkin [MN93,MN96]. They use it to illustrate the inability of current
static type systems to support refinement of frameworks, but virtual types seem
to solve this problem.

The example illustrates an important feature of virtual types, namely the
ability to express mutually recursive classes using nested virtual classes. In this
example, a general model-view framework is described by grouping a Model
and a View class together within an enclosing class ModelViewFW. To create a
specific framework for drawings, the whole ModelViewFW class is subclassed to
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ModelViewFW = {

Model <: {
registerView(v: View) {

vs.append(v);
}

changed() {

forall v: View in vs do {

v.update(this);
}

}

vs: ViewList = new ViewList;
}

View <: {
abstract update(m: Model);

}

ViewList = List{E = View}
}

DrawFW = ModelViewFW {

Model = super{ // Drawing
getFigure(): Text { ... }

}

View = super{
update(m: Model) {

... m.getFigure() ...
}

}

}

const draw: DrawFW := new DrawFW;
model: draw.Model := new draw.Model;
view: draw.View := new draw.View;

model.registerView (view);
model.changed ();

Fig. 4. Mutually recursive classes with nested virtual classes

a DrawFW which binds the nested virtual Model and View classes to a specific
implementation. To make use of this, an instance of the DrawFW framework must
be created, as in the global constant draw, so that the nested virtual classes can
be accessed and instantiated from the outside as draw.Model and draw.View.

The qualities of this implementation are manyfold. Primarily, the recursive
structure among Model and View is maintained in subclasses of ModelViewFW,
without the need for rechecking of types. Secondly there is a subtype relation
between the Model classes of the different frameworks, so that

draw.Model <: DrawFW.Model <: ModelViewFW.Model ,

where the class.class syntax is explicitly allowed to designate e.g. “a Model of
any ModelViewFW”. (Of course the same holds for the View classes). Thus the
generic benefits of covariance described above, also apply to classes taking part
in a mutual recursion.

A more fundamental quality of the example is that it type checks at all.
The current Beta implementation [Mjø97], as well as our experimental lan-
guage Idea [TT99], allows the example in Fig. 4 to be fully compile-time type
checked. In most languages, this kind of mutual recursion is not possible, but
even for the special case of self recursive classes, which many languages support,
this approach (where self recursion amounts to having just one nested virtual
class) has advantages. When F-bounded polymorphism or built-in self-types are
used for the expression of self recursion it is impossible for one instance of the
recursive class in a method body to type safely pass itself to another participant
of the recursion. However this is precisely what the changed method does in our
example.
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3 Unifying Parameterized Classes and Virtual Types

From the above discussion it is clear that it would be interesting to develop a type
system that combines the advantages of virtual types (covariant subtyping and
mutual recursion) with those of F-bounded polymorphism (structural subtyping
and F-bounds). There are at least two ways to go about it: enhance parameter-
ized types with the expressiveness of virtual types, or vice versa. Because the
syntactic overhead of introducing an equivalent of nested virtual classes to the
framework of parameterized classes can be expected to be considerable, we have
chosen the latter approach. Thus, in this section we enhance virtual types with
a structural subtyping relation, which of course is why we refer to the resulting
mechanism as structural virtual types. In the next section we then show how
the resulting covariant subtyping scheme of this mechanism can be expressed in
context of parameterized classes.

In F-bounded polymorphism the structural subtyping of the type parameters
is syntactically delimited from the name-based subtyping of the class body by
angle brackets 〈 . . . 〉 in both declaration and application of the generic class.
Intuitively, we want to introduce this same distinction to a language with virtual
types by syntactically splitting a class body in two parts: we introduce a new kind
of block delimited by square brackets [. . .] containing declarations, narrowings
and bindings of virtual types. This precedes the class body proper (in {. . .} as
usual), which contains instance variables and methods. The subtype relationship
between class types is established using a structural subtyping rule for the virtual
types, and the “usual” name-based subtyping for class bodies, relying only on
explicit inheritance. Figure 5 shows some simple collection classes and sample
use in this new notation.

Collection = [E <: Object] {
insert(elm: E) { . . . }

. . .
}

Set = Collection { // E inherited
insert(elm: E) { . . . }

. . .
}

HashedSet = Set [E<:Hashable] {
insert(elm: E) { . . . e.hash() . . . }

}

vc: Collection[E<:Vehicle];
vs: Set[E<:Vehicle];
vs := new HashedSet[E=Vehicle];
vc := vs;
v: Vehicle := vc.get();

Fig. 5. Simple collection classes with structural virtual types

The notation Collection[E<:Vehicle] denotes a subclass of collection, which
narrows the bound of E to be Vehicle. Similarly, HashedSet[E=Vehicle] denotes a
subclass of HashedSet which binds the bound to be exactly Vehicle. Even though
these two classes are not subclasses of one another, we can infer them to be
subtypes. With structural virtual types, class types are always in a subtype
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relationship if they are subclasses, but if the ‘parameters’ match correctly they
can be inferred to be in a subtype relationship even if they are not subclasses.

3.1 Name-Based Versus Structural Subtyping

In functional settings with structural typing, two record types are the same
if their fields have the same names and types. Thus, types can be declared
completely independently and still be in a subtyping relationship. In an object-
oriented setting, where-clauses as in CLU [LSAS77,MBL97] and matching in
LOOM [Bru97] use variations of structural subtyping.

As an alternative to this, many object-oriented programming languages use
name-based typing (as in Java, C++ or Beta). With name-based typing, two
class-types are only in a subtype relation if one is explicitly a subclass of the
other. As a consequence of this, two attributes of different classes are “the same”
only if they are inherited from the same declaration. Thus, with name-based
typing, an attribute can be seen as having an implicit attribute identity which
is composed of its name and the location of its original declaration.

The difference between these approaches is highlighted in the ‘cowboy’ ex-
ample due to Boris Magnusson [Mag91]. Consider two unrelated classes Graph-
icalObject with methods draw and move, and Cowboy with methods draw, move
and shoot. In a setting with structural subtyping, Cowboy would unintendently
be a subtype of GraphicalObject, whereas with name-based subtyping, the meth-
ods would not match up – i.e., have the same attribute identity – because, even
though they have similar names, they originate from distinct declarations.

In a language such as Beta, this useful notion of attribute identity holds
for any kind of virtual attribute (virtual method or virtual type) which may
be overwritten in subclasses. The downside of the name-based subtyping rule is
that it only allows a class to be a subtype of another if it is also explicitly a
subclass.

3.2 Structural Virtual Types

On the borderline between structural and name-based subtyping we have found
that there is a very useful intermediate approach, which we will use for structural
virtual types, using attribute identity as explained above to determine whether
two attributes are the same and a structural subtyping approach on top of this
to determine whether two classes are in a subtype relation. As a special case one
class will always be a subtype of another if the former is declared to be a subclass
of the latter. However, it is sufficient if the two have a common superclass two
which the latter class adds nothing but new bounds and bindings for existing
virtual types, all of which are matched by equivalent or stronger bounds and
bindings in the former class. As an example, the two subclasses of Set,

Set[E <: Vehicle] and Set[E <: Car] ,

are in a subtype relation even though one is not a subclass of the other because
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– The E parameters of both are “the same”, i.e. have the same attribute iden-
tity, by both having the name E and being inherited from the same declara-
tion – in the Collection class.

– The bound on E in the latter parameterization is a “sub-bound” of the one
in the former (being a subtype of Car implies being a subtype of Vehicle by
transitivity of subtyping).

The notion of sub-bound introduced here is based on what is statically safe to
say about the relation of two different bounds on a given parameter. This gives
rise to three dimensions of subtyping:

Subclassing As with regular constrained genericity, if one generic class is a
subclass of another, as e.g. Set of Collection, then a subtype relationship
exists between identical parameterizations of the two; i.e.

Set[E <: Vehicle] <: Collection[E <: Vehicle] ,

and

Set[E = Vehicle] <: Collection[E = Vehicle] .

Covariance As in the narrowing of virtual types, two parameterizations of the
same generic class with different open bounds are in a subtype relation if
the bounds are; i.e.

Set[E <: Car] <: Set[E <: Vehicle] .

Binding As in the binding of a virtual type, a generic class with a binding to
a given class is a subtype of the same generic class bounded by the same
class; i.e.

Set[E = Vehicle] <: Set[E <: Vehicle] .

The combination of these three dimensions by transitivity of subtyping yields
the subtype graph depicted in Fig. 6. This is strictly more expressive than a lan-
guage with only F-bounded polymorphism (such as GJ) since such languages
cannot represent the types with open bounds; and also more expressive than a
language with virtual types (such as Beta) in which only subclasses yield sub-
types. As can be seen the figure is an almost complete cube. The two “missing”
edges are not a shortage of the model, but reflect the very reason for having both
bounds and bindings: The ability to choose between covariant and nonvariant
subtyping.

The tiny example below uses all three dimensions at the same time: a pro-
cedure meet takes any kind of collection containing some kind of Vehicles and
orders them all to drive to the same place. In the example the procedure is
actually passed a Set containing any kind of Car:

meet(c: Collection[E<:Vehicle], p: Place) {

forall v: Vehicle in c { v.driveTo(p) }
}

carset: Set[E=Car];
. . .
meet(carset, Aarhus)
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Collection[E = Vehicle]

Collection[E <: Vehicle]

Set[E = Car]

Set[E <: Vehicle]

Collection[E = Car]

Collection[E <: Car]

Set[E = Vehicle]

Set[E <: Car]

Fig. 6. The three dimensions of structural subtyping

Expressing F-bounds Structural virtual types support F-bounds, thereby
subsuming languages with parameterized classes based on F-bounded polymor-
phism. To see this, consider the version of the previous OrderedSet example
shown in Fig. 7. In particular, the class type OrderedSet[E=Point] is valid, i.e.,

E = Point ⇒ E <: Ordered[S=E] ,

since Point is declared as a subclass of Ordered[S=Point].

Expressing Virtual Classes Finally it is essential to notice that the ability
to express mutual recursive types, as well as remote access to type attributes is
not hampered by the introduction of structural subtyping of virtual types. The
ModelView framework example of Sect. 2.5 utilizing both these mechanisms, can
easily be rewritten in the new syntax by just replacing a few curly brackets with
square brackets – see Fig. 8.

Thus, structural virtual types provide, in one common mechanism, the full
expressiveness of both F-bounded polymorphism and virtual types.
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Ordered = [S <: Object] {
leq(o: S): bool;

}

OrderedSet = Set [E <: Ordered[S=E]] {
sort() { . . . }

}

ps: OrderedSet[E = Point];
p1: Point := new Point;

Point = Ordered[S = Point] {
x, y: Integer;
leq (o: S): bool {

return (x ≤ o.x) ∧ (y ≤ o.y);
}

}

ps.insert(p1);
p1 = ps.get();

Fig. 7. Utilizing F-bounds with structural virtual types

ModelViewFW = [
Model <: {

registerView(v: View) {

vs.append(v);
}

changed() {

forall v: View in vs do {

v.update(this);
}

}

vs: List[E=View] = new List[E=View];
}

View <: {
abstract update(m: Model);

}

]

DrawFW = ModelViewFW [
Model = super{ // Drawing

getFigure(): Text { ... }
}

View = super{
update(m: Model) {

... m.getFigure() ...
}

}

]

const draw: DrawFW := new DrawFW;
model: draw.Model := new draw.Model;
view: draw.View := new draw.View;

model.registerView (view);
model.changed ();

Fig. 8. Mutually recursive classes with nested virtual classes
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3.3 Type Checking

To a large extent, the typing of structural virtual types is similar to the typing
of virtual types in Beta, for which there exists a well-tested stable implemen-
tation [Mjø97]. To try things out, we have implemented a typechecker for a
language, Idea [TT99], with syntax similar to that presented in this paper,
embodying structural virtual types. All examples in this paper have been type
checked by this implementation. In only two significant ways does Idea’s type-
check differ from that of Beta:

Static type safety. The typechecker issues an error in places where Beta in-
serts a runtime check.

Structural subtyping. In Beta, two classes are in a subtyping relation if and
only if one is a subclass of the other. This simple check is replaced my a more
elaborate rule in Idea, accounting for the degree of structural subtyping
introduced.

While the former is a trivial change, the latter requires more attention. Basically,
it amounts to checking along the three dimensions of subtyping described earlier
in this section, but is complicated by having to deal at the same time with
arbitrary nesting, and remote access of types both via constant references (e.g.
c.T) and other types (e.g. T1.T2). The precise description of the Idea type
system and its implementation will be the subject of a future paper.

4 Covariance in Parameterized Classes

The above work inspired us to a simple way of adding covariance (but not the
other advantages of virtual types) to a language with F-bounded polymorphism.
In the above approach a class with an open virtual type plays a dual role as

– a generic class from which other classes can be derived
– a covariant supertype for other classes

Parameterized classes play the first role, but there is nothing to play the second,
i.e., there is no way to express the type Collection[E <: Vehicle] from the meet
example in the previous section.

From a syntactical point of view, however, it is very easy to add one: We
simply introduce a new mode of passing an actual parameter to a parameterized
class by prepending it with a “+” sign; e.g. Collection〈+Vehicle〉. This produces
a type which is covariant in E bounded by Vehicle and hence has subtypes in all
the three dimensions described above, namely Set〈+Vehicle〉 (subclassing), Col-
lection〈+Car〉 (covariance) and Collection〈Vehicle〉 (binding). The meet example
can then be written as:

meet(c: Collection〈+Vehicle〉, p: Place) {

forall v: Vehicle in c { v.driveTo(p) }
}
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carset: Set〈Car〉;
. . .
meet(carset, Aarhus)

At first glance, this is strikingly close to what is possible in NextGen [CS98],
a proposal for adding parameterized classes to Java. With NextGen, declarations
of parameterized classes can be annotated with a “+” sign on the declaration of
parameters, as in:

Collection〈E+ <: Object〉 = { ... } ,

which has the effect that all instantiations of such a parameterized class are
covariant in the parameter E. In practice, the result of this is that instantiations
of such a class can only use the parameter as an output type. In our proposal, this
limitation does not apply, since the choice between covariance and novariance is
deferred until the actual instantiation of a parameterized class.

Yet, as already noted this approach is less expressive than structural vir-
tual types (and apparently also than what can be expressed in Transframe; see
Sect. 5). Its main attraction is that, syntactically, it would constitute a very mi-
nor extension to existing implementations of parameteric polymorphism. While
it would probably require some work on the typechecker to add it to GJ or a sim-
ilar language, it is free in the sense that it preserves both syntax and semantics
of the original language.

5 Discussion and Related Work

In recent years, there has been quite a lot of research within the field of generic
types for object-oriented programming, as already noted throughout the pa-
per. In particular, the activities surrounding the “Java Genericity” discussion
forum [ABB+98] has spawned a lot of research on generic classes in relation
to Java. Yet, only one of the resulting papers, namely [BOW98], has aimed at
combining the advantages of parametric polymorphism and virtual types. This
work suggests extending Java with both F-bounded polymorphism and a down-
scaled variation of virtual types, essentially only including nested virtual classes.
The primary aim is tto embrace the ability of virtual types to express mutually
recursive classes, and their mechanism is seen as an extension of the MyType of
LOOM [Bru97] which is used for self recursive classes. In analogy with MyType,
the proposed virtual types are always covariant; rather than allowing them to be
bound (preventing further covariance), the rather more restrictive mechanism of
exact types is used to obtain type safe use of the virtual classes. Also, no equiv-
alent of the subtype relation of Fig. 6 is present in their proposal, because the
structural subtyping of parameterized classes and the covariance of virtual types
are not actually merged, but only coexist in the same language.

The Transframe language [Sha96b], designed by David Shang, is somewhat
complimentary to this work. It incorporates a lot of Beta features in the struc-
tural subtyping framework of parameterized classes, including the distinction
between bounded and bound parameters. Also, like in Beta, parameterized
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classes are not distinguished from ordinary classes [Sha96a]. On the other hand,
Transframe does not have an equivalent of the nested virtual classes which are
the core of the [BOW98] proposal. Unfortunately, research on Transframe has,
to our knowledge, never been published at the major scientific conferences and
journals of object-orientation, and no implementation is available. It has been
very informally introduced in Shang’s monthly column in the online journal Ob-
ject Currents. Compared to structural virtual types, it seems from the sparse
material that the subtyping rule of Transframe does not capture the subtype re-
lationship between similar parameterizations of subclasses, i.e., Transframe does
not infer that Set[E <: Point] is a subtype of Collection[E <: Point]. From recent
personal communication with David Shang we understand, however, that this is
now included, so that the subtype relation is like the one depicted in Fig. 6.

In [IP99] Pierce and Igarashi present an extension of F ω
<: with dependent

functions and dependent records with type fields having either bounded or man-
ifest type bindings. The idea is to present a framework with a formal semantics
and type system into which virtual types can be encoded. The type system is
structural, and thus, it seems, would allow the encoding of the subtype relation
of structural virtual types. On the other hand, mutually recursive classes are
not captured, basically because a type field of a dependent record cannot “see”
following fields but only previous ones. Still the paper provides a very promis-
ing approach to a formal treatment of virtual types, something which has been
lacking.

6 Conclusion

The main result of this paper is a statically type safe language construct, struc-
tural virtual types, which unifies the mechanisms of virtual types (as in Beta)
and F-bounded polymorphism (as in recent proposals for adding parameterized
classes to Java). As the name suggests, structural virtual types are the result of
augmenting virtual types with a structural subtype relation as found in para-
metric polymorphism. Through examples, the construct is shown not only to
retain the benefits of both its constituent mechanisms, but also to introduce
new flexibility. All examples in the paper have been succesfully checked with
an experimental automatic type checker, but a precise description of the typing
rules remains to be given.

In addition, the paper proposes a minimal extension to existing languages
with parametric polymorphism, which allows them to capture the covariance
benefits of structural virtual types.
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